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Abstract: As technology scales down, digital VLSI circuits are prone to many manufacturing defects.
These defects may result in functional and delay-related circuit failures. The number of test escapes
grows when technology is downscaled. Small delay defects (SDDs) and hidden delay defects (HDDs)
are of critical importance in industries today since they are the source of most test escapes and
reliability problems. Improving test quality and creating new test methods, algorithms, and test
designs requires a comprehensive study of these delay defects. This article reviews the effect and
impact of SDD and HDD in logic circuits. It also analyzes the relevant fault models, automatic test
pattern generation (ATPG) methods, faster-than-at-speed testing (FAST), cell-aware (CA) based delay
tests, test quality metrics, diagnosis of SDDs and HDDs, and commercially available Electronic Design
Automation (EDA) tools. Based on the analysis, the benefits and drawbacks of several accessible
approaches are addressed.

Keywords: nanoscale devices; small delay defect; hidden delay defect; VLSI testing; test quality
metric; at-speed testing; fault model

1. Introduction

The downscaling of technology increases integrated circuit density, as predicted by
Moore [1]. The fabrication process has become increasingly challenging and complex with
the evolution of deep submicron technology. The complex fabrication process can make
semiconductor chips more prone to defects, affecting the chip’s functionality and timing of
operation. When the technology becomes smaller and smaller, and with the advancement
of the fabrication process, the defects can cause undesirable delays in the circuit rather than
catastrophic failure.

Interconnects play a vital role in distributing clocks and propagating data signals. The
interconnect delays are significant compared to the gate delays with decreased feature
size. Tight interconnect pitches, and the narrowing of wires can cause capacitive cou-
pling between the interconnects [2]. The capacitive coupling can affect the delay of the
switching signal and is referred to as crosstalk [3]. Moreover, smaller technology nodes are
more susceptible to process variations, affecting the oxide thickness, coupling capacitance,
interconnect length, etc. This makes the signal propagation delay even more unpredictable.

Any physical defects that affect the signal propagation delay and produce an erroneous
output at a particular operating frequency are called delay defects. Defects can be random
or systematic. Random defects are due to the airborne particles and chemicals used during
the fabrication of chips [4]. These defects are a significant cause of reliability problems,
as they can cause resistive openings or shorts in the circuits. Strong resistive openings
cause large delay defects or functional defects, and weak resistive openings cause SDDs
in the chip [5]. The weak resistive openings in the vias and interconnects are prone to
electromigration and cause reliability problems in the chip [6,7]. These reliability problems
manifest as small delays and grow into large delays and can affect the at-speed operation
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of the chip [8]. The reliability defects in the semiconductor chips used for safety-critical
applications like automotive, avionics, medical, etc., can be life-threatening. Hence, in-field
testing of these defects is also essential.

On the other hand, systematic defects are due to process variations or crosstalk and
can manifest as small delays. This is specific to a particular process technology. The major
challenge in detecting SDDs and HDDs is testing them in the presence of process variations
and crosstalk. It is difficult to differentiate the delay due to defects (resistive opens/shorts
due to airborne particles in wafers) from the delay due to process variations or crosstalk.
Also, traditional delay testing methods detect large delay defects, which will be discussed
in detail in later sections. But most test escapes happen for SDDs and HDDs. Hence, there
is a need to detect these defects.

Although SDD and HDD detection is an active research field, they are hardly men-
tioned in a comprehensive way previously. This review article put together the different
SDD and HDD detection methods and their challenges. There are four main objectives
of the survey. The first objective is to elaborate on the current methods of modelling the
delay defects as faults, generating patterns, the primary difference between SDDs and
HDDs, and their pros and cons. The second is to survey and analyze the existing test
pattern generation methods in the literature for SDDs and HDDs, the industrial practices
for detecting these defects, and the low-cost alternatives. The third is to study the available
test quality assessment methods and the support provided by the industrial EDA tools for
testing delay defects. Finally, we identify prospective research directions that will help to
guide future studies.

2. Fault Models for Delay Defects

Generally, the industries use two popular delay fault models for detecting delay
defects. These include the transition delay fault (TDF) model [9] and path delay fault (PDF)
model [10,11]. A single vector pattern is generated for the stuck-at fault model, which is
used for logical testing. But for the TDF and PDF models, two vector patterns are generated
to test the delay faults. The first vector sets the initial transition value, and the second vector
sets the final transition value and propagates the fault effect to the output. The TDF model
assumes that the large delay defect is localized at a single node, such that any transition
passing through this node will be detected regardless of the slack in the sensitized path.
The TDF model considers two types of faults per node: slow to rise and slow to fall, for
generating the test patterns. The defects that cause a small delay in signal propagation can
escape the traditional TDF model-based testing. Figure 1a shows the pattern generation for
the fault site at node A based on the TDF model. Here, the fault effect can be propagated
from faulty node A to output C or D. Based on the assumption of the TDF model such
that the delay is significant enough to fail the circuit when it is propagated through any
path. The TDF pattern propagates the fault effect from faulty node A to output C, which
is the shortest path, leaving the SDDs undetected. Scan based TDF 2 vector patterns is
generated either through launch-off-capture (LOC) [12] or launch-off-shift (LOS) [13] mode.
The advantage of LOC over LOS is discussed briefly in Section 2.1. Another well-known
fault model is the PDF model. This model assumes that the delay defect is distributed
across a path. The PDF model considers two types of faults per path: slow to rise and
slow to fall for generating the test pattern. When an SDD occurs along a path, and if the
cumulative delay of the path exceeds the clock period, the SDD gets detected. Figure 1b
illustrates the PDF-based pattern generation. Here the slow to rise transition through path
A to D is tested, detecting small delays that accumulate along the path. But for larger
designs, the number of paths grows exponentially with the size of the design, and test
pattern generation for all these paths will be time-consuming. But in the TDF model, the
number of fault sites is proportional to the number of nodes in the design. Even though
the TDF model fails to detect certain SDDs and HDDs, it is still widely used, with some
changes to detect these defects. Since this model is widely adopted, it is essential to explore
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the various available pattern generation schemes and choose the appropriate one based on
the requirement, which is discussed in the Section 2.1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) TDF based pattern generation to propagate the fault at node A; (b) PDF based pattern
generation for the path A to D.

2.1. Advantage of LOC over LOS

The major difference between LOC and LOS lies in the launch of transition. In LOC,
the transition is launched at the at-speed functional launch clock cycle, but in LOS, the
transition is launched at the last shift cycle. The LOS scheme is difficult to implement for
high operating frequency because of the complexity of generating a high-speed switching
scan enable (SE) signal. Figure 2a illustrates the waveform of the LOC scheme for pattern
generation. Here the SE signal is de-asserted before the launch clock edge. Hence avoiding
the need for high-speed switching SE signal. Figure 2b illustrates the waveform for the LOS
scheme. Here the clock for launching the transition is in shift mode, and the SE signal has
to be switched between the launch and capture clock cycle, which demands a high-speed
SE signal.

Figures 3 and 4 shows the result comparison of LOS and LOC based test pattern
generation scheme for delay faults that evolved over time [14]. Figure 3 compares the test
coverage of both the schemes produced by the commercial ATPG tool. It can be inferred
that the LOC scheme has evolved over time and provides better test coverage. Figure 4
represents the pattern count for both the schemes generated by the commercial ATPG tool
over the years. By comparing both Figures 3 and 4. It can be inferred that the test coverage
of LOC has been improving at the expense of pattern count. As compared to 2006, the test
coverage of LOC has improved and is very close to that of LOS in 2012. But the pattern
count is more. In 2019 noticeable test coverage increase is found in the case of LOC than in
LOS, but still, the pattern count is higher. This is the case when the test coverage of LOC is
more than the LOS. But in [14], it is reported that the pattern count will be almost equal for
the same test coverage in the year 2019. This shows that the LOC scheme has been evolving
in commercial tools in terms of test coverage. But in the case of run time, the LOS scheme
remains better. Still, the LOC scheme-based pattern generation can be adopted, especially
for low-cost testers.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Waveform for LOC based scheme for pattern generation; (b) Waveform for LOS based
scheme for pattern generation.

Figure 3. Result comparison of LOC and LOS based test coverage (commercial ATPG tool) with the
evolution of years [14].
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Figure 4. Comparison of LOS and LOC based pattern count (commercial ATPG tool) with the
evolution of years [14].

3. Small Delay Defects vs. Hidden Delay Defects
3.1. Small Delay Defects

A small delay defect [15,16] is a type of delay defect that makes the chip fail during
at-speed operation. The total path delay may go beyond the clock period when the small
delays get propagated through the long paths. These delay defects will be huge enough
to fail the circuit during the at-speed operation, but it will escape the traditional TDF
model-based tests. The TDF model assumes that only large delay defects are localized in a
single node, so whatever transition passes through this node will get delayed past the clock
period. Hence, the TDF-based ATPG tool will try to propagate the fault effect through the
easiest and shortest path possible to reduce the run time, as shown in Figure 5a. Here Path 1
and Path 2 are short paths through which the fault can be propagated, but the longest path
is the third path mentioned as the Longest path in Figure 5a. If the TDF ATPG tool tries to
propagate the fault effect through Path 1 or Path 2, then this will leave the small delay fault
undetected. But this delay can cause the circuit to fail during at-speed functional operation.

3.2. Hidden Delay Defects

An HDD is a special type of SDD that does not fail the circuit during at-speed oper-
ations. These defects exist only in the shorter path. Even though the TDF model-based
test generation propagates the fault effect through the short paths, the impact of fault is
not visible at the particular at-speed operating frequency. This is clearly illustrated in
Figure 5b. Here we assume that the longest path and the path sensitized by the pattern are
the same. But the small delay effect is not visible during the at-speed clock period. These
delay defects may grow due to aging effects and may cause early life failure and reliability
issues [17].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Delay of each path of the circuit through fault site X and the observation time T1 and T2
for detecting the small delay; (b) Delay of the path through the fault site X and the observation time
T1 to detect the hidden delay.

4. Effect of Process, Voltage and Temperature (PVT) in SDD and HDD Testing

The first major challenge in detecting SDDs and HDDs is testing them in the presence
of delay variation due to PVT. It is difficult to differentiate whether the delay is due to the
defect or it is due to the process variations, crosstalk, etc. The chip must not be declared
defective if the delay is due to process variation. Various works are available in the literature
addressing this issue. In [18], the delay due to SDD is differentiated from the delay due
to process variation by comparing the delay difference between the inter-correlated paths.
If the delay of one path changes and that of the correlated path does not change, it can
be concluded that the delay is due to the small delay fault. The inter-path correlation is
estimated using process variations, spatial correlation, and structural correlation. But the
disadvantage of this method is that it focuses mainly on critical paths. The studies in [19,20]
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are commonly referenced for the characterization of detectable delay defects as one with a
probability of detection of at least 50% in the presence of process variability. Here the path
delay is regarded as a gaussian distribution with a mean µ and variance σ. It is mentioned
that the delay defect in the presence of process variation is detectable if the added delay
due to the defect is beyond the 3σ of the fault-free path delay distribution. This concludes
the smallest delay defect size that can be detected in the presence of process variation.
In [21], the effect of crosstalk and process variation is studied to detect SDDs and HDDs in
the presence of these effects. The crosstalk analysis using HSPICE shows that the transition
speeds up in the presence of crosstalk when the neighbouring paths have a transition in
the same direction and slows down when the transition is in the opposite direction. The
process variation effects are studied by using Monte Carlo simulation and modeling. Here
the path delay is considered as a gaussian delay distribution. These effects are considered
for pattern selection for SDD testing, which is discussed in detail in the Section 6.2. Still, this
is more time-consuming and complex because of the Monte Carlo simulation for different
process variations and the extraction of coupling capacitance from the layout. Also, the
effect of temperature must be considered during the SDD detection because the increase in
temperature increases the propagation delay in MOSFET circuit and decreases in FinFET
circuits [22]. Hence during the pattern generation, this effect must be addressed. Moreover,
the supply voltage variations at the power supply node can be caused due to the excessive
switching activity caused by the patterns. This, in turn, affects the delay in the paths of the
circuit. Hence this effect of the patterns must also be considered [23]. Addressing all the
above metioned problems during the testing of SDDs and HDDs is essential as this affects
the testing accuracy.

5. Long Path Selection

The next major challenge for detecting SDDs is propagating the fault effect through
long paths. So it is necessary to select the long paths accurately as it positively affects
the pattern quality. Also, the number of long paths must be lower to reduce the number
of patterns and the run time without compromising the test coverage. The long paths
are difficult to find because of the process variation, crosstalk, power supply noises, etc.
All these effects have to be considered to determine the accurate long paths. Generally,
the TA ATPG of commercial tools takes the standard delay format (SDF) files or results
from static timing analysis (STA) tools like pin slack information to propagate the fault
effect through the long paths. Hence, the process variations and crosstalk information are
not taken into consideration directly by the tool, thus leading to many SDD test escapes.
The STA finds the delay of the circuit by considering the values of the factors that cause
delay variation at a particular process corner, say best, worst or nominal. This worst-case
corner overestimates the circuit delay. But in the actual scenario, the factors that cause
delay variation are not restricted to a particular process corner value. So, statistical static
timing analysis (SSTA) [24] is used to consider the effects of process variation. In SSTA, the
gate and interconnect delays, the arrival time, required time, and slack are all considered
as a probability distribution rather than a fixed value based on the corner case as in STA.
Here, each gate and interconnect’s probability density function (pdf) is used to calculate
the path delay pdf. Various SSTA-based long path selection methods are available in the
literature [24,25]. For efficient statistical analysis, the SSTA method is classified into two
types: path-based [26] and block-based method [27]. In [24], a test quality metric based
on the slack of path (considering different process parameters) found through statistical
timing analysis and branch and bound algorithm is used to guide the long path selection.
But the SSTA does not give information about the pattern-dependent effects like crosstalk,
IR drop, etc. Considering these effects is crucial while selecting the long path to increase
the SDD or HDD testing accuracy. In [21], the statistical timing analysis considering the
pattern-dependent effects is proposed for long path selection and pattern grading.
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6. Test Pattern Generations for Delay Faults
6.1. ATPG for SDD

The TDF model-based ATPG is the most convenient method for detecting delay defects.
It has several advantages in reducing pattern count and the run time for pattern generation.
Also, the stuck-at fault based CAD tool can be reused with minor changes to generate
the TDF ATPG. In [15], the path delay distribution for the TDF model-based patterns of
the ISCAS’89 benchmark circuit proves that it detects faults mostly through shorter paths.
Because of this, the SDDs escape the test. Modifying the TDF-based pattern generation will
help detect the SDDs.

The timing-aware (TA) TDF-based ATPG is very helpful in detecting the SDDs by
propagating the fault effect through the longest path [28]. But the TA mode of pattern
generation increases the run time, and the pattern count is higher than the traditional
TDF patterns.

An alternative way of detecting SDDs is the timing-unaware N-detect TDF-based
ATPG [29,30]. The N-detect TDF-based ATPG sensitizes a particular fault effect through N
different paths. This increases the probability of detection of SDDs, as it sensitizes the fault
effect through more than one path at the expense of pattern count. But still, it is proved
to be more efficient than TA ATPG in terms of CPU run time, and SDD coverage [21] as
shown in Figure 6. As the N-detect ATPG pattern generation suffers the disadvantage of
high pattern count, some pattern selection and evaluation methods are suggested in the
literature to mitigate these effects, which are discussed in the Section 6.2.

Figure 6. Comparison of normalized values of SDDs detected, pattern count, CPU runtime of various
N-detect and TA pattern (Usb_function benchmark) [21].

6.2. Pattern Grading and Evaluation

Various pattern selection, grading, and reordering techniques are available in the
literature for SDD and HDD detection. The timing-unaware N-detect ATPG [29] is found
to be better than TA ATPG in terms of run time and ability to sensitize multiple long paths.
But it suffers from the significant disadvantage of pattern count. The N-detect pattern set is
considered as a base pattern repository, and the pattern count is reduced through pattern
grading, and evaluation [21,31,32].

In [31], output deviation is the factor used to guide the pattern selection for detecting
SDDs. The delay defect and signal transition probabilities are used to calculate the pattern’s
output deviations. The delay defect probability is calculated using the pdf of the delay
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distribution of each gate. The output deviation at the observation point is compared
with a threshold value, and the corresponding pattern is stored in a list if it satisfies the
threshold condition. When the pattern occurs many times in the list, it is considered to be
an effective pattern. This metric has a high correlation with the path length. Hence, it acts
as a promising metric to guarantee that the pattern propagates the fault effect through the
long paths. The layout information is also added in the calculation of output deviation
in [33] to improve the accuracy. Compared to the commercial TA ATPG tool, the output
deviation-based method has produced the best and reduced pattern set that sensitizes
more long paths. But the problem here is that the value of the output deviation metric will
remain the same for different paths for large circuits, for example, when there are more
than twenty gates in the paths. As the value saturates, especially for larger designs, this
metric cannot be used to differentiate between long and intermediate paths, leading to a
loss of accuracy. To make the fault coverage and pattern count comparable to TA ATPG,
several other hybrid techniques that use the N-detect pattern repository for pattern grading
and selection are proposed in the literature [34–36].

A weight assignment to the patterns is performed based on its ability to detect the
SDDs. The ability of the patterns to sensitize the fault effect through the longer path is
used as a criterion for assigning weights to the pattern in [21,36]. Higher weights are
assigned to such patterns. In [21], the process variation (PV) and crosstalk information are
included in the path delay calculation, which increases the accuracy of pattern selection
for SDD detection. Here the path length is regarded as a random variable as it considers
the effect of PV and crosstalk, and the pdf of the path is used for path delay evaluation
and weight assignment to patterns, as shown in Figure 7. Here, weights are assigned to
different paths sensitized by the same pattern as per the threshold Lth value. The overall
weight calculation of the pattern is given by Equation (1), where Wpathj

is the weight of
the path j sensitized by the patterni, as shown in Figure 7. Wpatterni is the weight of the
patterni. Ni is the total number of paths sensitized by the patterni. There is no saturation
problem like the delay defect probability matrix (DDPM) of the output deviation method.
Even though these methods reduce the pattern count for SDD detection through pattern
selection, the selected pattern alone cannot achieve the maximum TDF coverage. The
top-off patterns are also required to achieve the maximum TDF coverage. But the selected
and the top-off pattern together exceeds the 1-detect TDF pattern count. This disadvantage
does not allow us to extract the complete essence of the proposed pattern selection methods.
This is because the 1-detect TDF-based pattern generation produces the maximum fault
coverage for the circuit under test. The fault coverage remains the same, but the number
of patterns increases drastically by the pattern selection and evaluation + top-off pattern-
based method to increase the SDD coverage. When the pattern count increases, it also
increases the test application time. This affects the time to market demand. In addition, the
limited memory storage of the ATE must also be considered. Hence, keeping the pattern
count comparable to the 1-detect TDF pattern set is necessary. Therefore, an optimized
pattern set with a pattern count equivalent to 1-detect TDF patterns is generated using
a pattern evaluation, and selection technique [37]. The pattern selection is made using
an algorithm that minimizes the target function using the gradient descent method. The
weight calculation for pattern evaluation is given by the formula shown in Equation (2).

Wpatterni =
Ni

∑
j=1

Wpathj
(1)

Wpatterni = α

N fi

∑
j=1

W f sddj

N f sdd
+ β

N fi

∑
j=1

Wpathi

W f td f j

N f td f
(2)

Here W f sddj
= 1 and W f td f j

= 0 is the weight assigned, if the pattern detects the fault j
as SDD. And vice versa for the pattern that detects TDF. N fi

is the number of faults detected
by a patterni. N f sdd and N f td f are the total numbers of SDDs and TDFs, respectively, that
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are detected by the whole pattern repository. The parameter α and β decides the importance
of SDD and TDF respectively, in pattern weight calculation and ranges between [0,1]. These
values are selected based on the ability to minimize the target function. These pattern
grading and evaluation techniques produce reduced pattern sets for SDD detection with
high test coverage. But still, many SDDs that fail the circuit during at-speed operation
escape the N-detect TDF pattern set. This is because the N-detect cannot guarantee that
all the faults are detected along the longest possible path. In such cases, FAST can help
detect these small delays due to the defects. In the next section, we will discuss FAST-based
testing and its advantages.

Figure 7. Example of path weight assignment [21] for the pdf of different path delay.

6.3. Faster-than-at-Speed-Based ATPG for SDD and HDD

The small delays due to the defect can exist on short paths and will escape the at-speed
testing. This delay will not fail the circuit during at-speed functional operation but can grow
over time due to aging effects, causing reliability problems. Various methods are suggested
in the literature to ensure IC reliability. Burn-in [38] is one such method, where the IC is
subjected to increased temperature than the nominal conditions. This method is expensive,
time-consuming, and may sometimes damage the chip. So, a cost-effective method for
detecting the reliability defects was proposed, say FAST [23,39]. Testing the chips at a
test frequency higher than the functional at-speed frequency is called FAST. Despite the
advantage of N-detect TDF ATPG and the pattern selection methods for generating a
reduced pattern set, the LOC and LOS-based methods cannot produce certain functional
test patterns that can propagate the fault effect through the longest path possible. Thus,
leading to test escapes of SDDs. For such cases, the FAST method is suggested.

The selection of the proper FAST clock and pattern combination is a major challenge
in this type of testing. Various methods generate optimized test patterns and select the
appropriate FAST clock for capturing the small delay faults. They include (i) testing the
small delays due to the faults at predefined frequencies; and (ii) based on the delay location
caused by the fault, the FAST frequencies are selected. The methods available in the
literature are discussed here.
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In [23], the transition delay-based patterns having almost the same pattern delay
(maximum path delay for each pattern) distribution are grouped, and a suitable predefined
FAST clock frequency is selected for the particular group. Still, there will be a lot of SDD test
escapes as the path delay of specific patterns in the group can be smaller than that particular
group’s FAST test clock period. In [40] the transition pattern set is copied repeatedly for
each clock frequency, and the endpoints that do not meet the required path delay and have
hazards in the output are masked. But this increases the number of pattern counts, and
more FAST clocks are required to have a better SDD coverage. Single path sensitization PDF
model is proposed in [41] to reduce the masking of paths with path delay lengths longer
than test clock frequency during FAST. This increases the number of patterns because
of single path sensitization and also, sometimes it may lead to undertesting. Using a
predefined set of frequencies will not guarantee the detection of all SDDs and HDDs as it
may miss specific delay effects that can only be detected at a particular clock period. In [42]
a hybrid approach is used to detect the small delay faults that occur in shorter paths using
predefined and optimal frequencies. The fault effect will be visible only at a particular
observation time. The optimal frequencies are selected based on this observation time.
Especially for in-field testing, the resources will be limited, so the number of different clock
frequencies should not be more. Thus, a hypergraph algorithm is used to produce a set of
optimized frequencies through fault simulation with a fixed fault size to detect the SDD.
But the problem is that in real scenarios, defects cannot be of fixed size, and simulating all
the fault sizes and finding the observation time based on the delay location is difficult and
time-consuming, especially for larger industrial designs. Another method of WeSPer factor
guides FAST clock test generation in [43]. Here the method uses a predefined frequency
and pattern set and tries to generate the most optimized test option (FAST clock, test
pattern, masking vector) by selecting the test option that maximizes the WeSPer factor. The
flexibility of the metric lies in the fact that it can penalize the over testing (testing sizes of
faults that will not fail the at-speed operation) and generate a more optimized pattern. This
method is more suitable for detecting the faults that cannot be propagated by the pattern to
the output through the longest path and needs the FAST test only for detecting the SDDs.
Further research directions in optimizing the FAST-based testing in terms of pattern and
frequency selection can be explored by the researchers. The general flowchart for applying
the FAST-based test for detecting SDDs and HDDs is illustrated in the Figure 8.

Figure 8. Generalized flow chart for FAST application in actual design flow.
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7. Challenges of FAST
7.1. X-Handling

During FAST, many unknown values will be present in the longer paths because the
gates in the long path may not have finished their computation within that smaller clock
period. Handling these X values before generating the signature for the built-in self-test
(BIST) is very important. Because during the signature generation using MISR (Multiple
Input Signature Registers), if the X values enter into MISR, it may generate some invalid
signatures, leading to loss of test coverage. The major challenge in X handling during the
FAST is that we cannot predict the distribution of X values in the long paths. This is because
the distributions change with different test clock frequencies and patterns [44]. Various X
handling techniques are available in the literature. The X masking technique [45] is one
such thing in which the X values are masked before they enter into the compactor. The
next type is the X tolerant compaction [46]. This method tolerates the X values to some
extent. Another important type is X canceling, which filters out the unknown values after
compaction and extracts only useful information from the signature. These techniques
cannot be used as such for the FAST-based X handling because of the variable X distribution.

A few works are available for X handling during FAST in the literature. In [47], a
multiplexer-based method is used for the FAST-based X handling. But the disadvantage
here is the considerable number of control signals and the neglect of many test responses
because of multiplexer selection. As the X distributions in the long paths differ for different
test clocks, the X canceling-based method is chosen for BIST-based FAST [48]. Here, the bits
that have information, say D bits, are of focus. Suppose the compacted response from the
scan slice does not contain any information bits. In that case, the intermediate signatures
must be stored for further analysis, which consumes memory space. A greedy heuristic
algorithm is used for the D-bit analysis and intermediate memory storage minimization.
With this method, for larger MISR, the fault coverage increases, but with the drawback
of the considerable overhead of memory storage. In [49], a hybrid stochastic compaction
method is introduced where X masking is used first, and X canceling MISR is used next for
handling the X values that come from the previous X masking step. The space compaction
uses the probabilistic model for control-signal generation. The hybrid stochastic compaction
uses a deterministic model too. The fault is masked for certain critical patterns due to
compaction. Separate control signals are provided for this in a deterministic mode. This
improves both fault-masking and X reduction ratios. But the hardware overhead is a
disadvantage. Massive hardware is required to enhance the X reduction ratio and masking
slightly. These works give the direction for researchers to further enhance the X handling
for FAST by hybrid X handling approaches.

7.2. On-Chip Clock Generation for FAST

FAST is essential for HDD and SDD detection. But in the case of automatic test
equipment (ATE), the test clocks of higher frequency may be subject to change because of
probe resistance, tester skew, etc. [50], thus affecting the accuracy of the clock frequency.
The delay between the launch and the capture clock edge is the clock cycle period that
is used for at-speed testing. The shift clock cycle can be a slow-speed clock and does not
affect the testing performance. This is because the shift mode only initializes the flipflop
values. The transition is launched and propagated from the source scan cell by pulsing
the launch clock and captured at the destination scan cell by pulsing the capture clock. If
the circuit works fine, the transition will reach the destination flip flop in time, and the
correct value will be captured. Hence it is enough for the launch and capture cycle alone to
be in operating frequency to validate the delay test. Moreover, if the shift clock frequency
is high, it will lead to unnecessary yield loss. This is because, during shift operation, all
the scan cells are configured in shift mode and will toggle together. The combinational
logic also toggles along with them. This leads to IR drop, and the circuit may malfunction
during shift mode, and correct values may not be shifted properly. Hence slow speed clock
is used for shifting operation. Providing a high-precision launch and capture clock for
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at-speed testing from the tester equipment requires a high cost. This disadvantage can be
eliminated by using on-chip clocks. The PLL-based on-chip clock generation generates a
higher clock frequency, which can be used for FAST testing [51,52]. But this isn’t easy to
implement because the PLL has to be reset before applying each pattern, and this slows
down the testing and is unsuitable for large industrial designs. Also, it generates only
specific multiples of the PLL output frequency. In [53], the pulse programmable selection
generator and multiplexer are used to create the desired launch and capture cycle. But the
disadvantage here is the huge overhead area. The launch and capture clock generation
(LCCG) method is proposed to overcome the difficulties faced in PLL. This architecture
consists of a delay control stage that can be embedded anywhere in the scan chains [54]. The
required frequencies are obtained by sending the control information with the test patterns.
Also, the delay control stage consists of two different delay units such that one delay unit
has more delay than the other, and a reference signal is taken as an input. The difference in
the delay between the two delay units is used to generate the required launch and capture
clock. This supports LOC and LOS-based test applications and produces the needed
frequencies for the FAST test, unlike the PLL-based [51] clock generation. But the problem
here is that the delay control stage may be subjected to PV or have SDDs, causing frequency
inaccuracies. The oscillator controller, along with the LCCG circuits, is used to address
this issue [55]. Here, the generated clock from the enhanced LCCG circuit is measured for
accuracy before it is used for testing applications by the oscillator circuit. Though the error
percentage for generating the expected clock signal in the presence of process variations is
lower than in the LCCG technique, a more accurate clock generation is required to reduce
the maximum percentage error, which could be a future research direction.

On-Chip Clock Generation for Asynchronous Circuit

The need to handle massive data as the internet grows necessitates power-efficient
processors. The asynchronous design is preferred for not wasting much power on switching
activity and handling clock tree power. An asynchronous or self-timed processor called
AnARM was developed for this purpose. These asynchronous circuits must also meet the
timing constraint in order to function properly. Because of the diverse design style of the
asynchronous circuits, it is difficult to test the circuit. Hence there is a need to find the
test mechanism for these structures. In [56] the design of the proposed self-timed AnARM
processor itself is exploited for producing FAST and at-speed clocks to detect SDDs and
HDDs. The proposed structure’s configuration delay line (CDL) unit is used for clock pulse
generation. The CDL unit delays the pulse between the source and a destination register.
Hence, the appropriate launch and capture cycle for FAST can be generated by configuring
the CDL unit properly [43].

7.3. IR Drop Effect

Another major challenge during the FAST is IR drop effects due to high switching
activity. The high switching activity leads to a voltage drop, affecting the path delay. To
address the issue, a novel work has been proposed in [23]. The method analyses the effect
of IR drop on the path delay of each pattern applied at the particular FAST frequency. Based
on the observation, the effective pattern and frequency are selected for testing the SDDs.
If the IR drop effect is not addressed, the good chip will be falsely identified as defective.
This is because the increased path delay is due to the IR drop effect and not due to the SDD
effect. The switching cycle average power (SCAP) is the metric that is used to evaluate the
effectiveness of pattern and frequency by considering the IR drop effect. Figure 9 shows
the IR drop-based impact on the delay of paths due to the application of fast clocks [23].
Here, the worst delay of patterns due to IR drop effects is obtained by adding the worst
performance degradation-based delay due to IR drop to the maximum path sensitization
delay of a pattern. It shows that the delay of the paths increases due to FAST clocks. This
IR drop effect may cause false alarms; that is, it can classify good chips as bad. Hence, the
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FAST clocks must be selected in such a way to avoid false alarms. The impact of IR drop is
a significant issue and must be addressed during the FAST-based pattern generation.

Figure 9. Comparison of maximum path delay of a pattern in each test group for at-speed test, FAST
with IR drop effect [23].

8. Cell-Aware Based SDD Testing

The traditional fault models like stuck-at, bridging [57], and transition model [9]
consider faults only at the ports of the cells. But in most realistic scenarios, the defects
that exist inside the cell cause test escapes. Opens, shorts, or bridges that occur in the
interconnects or transistors within the cell are the intra-cell defects [9,58,59]. Standard fault
models can detect many defects inside the cell. But still, to detect certain specific intra-cell
defects, unique test patterns are needed that are not detected by standard fault models.
The most commonly considered faults models for intra-cell defects are transistor stuck
open [60], cross wire open [61], resistive open [62] and resistive shorts [63], which depend
on SPICE simulation on a transistor level fault model without using parasitic information.
When the size of the circuit grows (millions of transistors), the test pattern generation at the
transistor level is inefficient. This motivates the researchers to develop a novel fault model
based on cell layouts that can be generated totally automatically and enables the ATPG tool
to develop a set of input patterns that identify all cell-internal defects. For this purpose
a new method called CA-based testing was introduced [64]. The SPICE transistor-level
netlist and the RC (Resistance, Capacitance) parasitics information from the layout are
used to identify the possible defect location. The resistance location in the SPICE netlist
denotes the possibility of an open or short defect, and the capacitance location indicates the
possibility of a bridge defect. In [65] the CA-based testing is proved to be more efficient in
testing the cell’s internal faults with reduced test cost (reduced test patterns, runtime) than
gate exhaustive [66] and N-detect testing [67].

The importance of 2-time frame CA test patterns to test intra-cell delay defects is
discussed in [68]. The 2-time frame fault represents the intra-cell defect, which causes a
delay in the transition of the signal. To target these faults, the patterns are generated. The
2-time frame CA-based delay test performed on an AMD 32 nm notebook processor proves
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that most chips that fails the test are defective, as shown in [69]. This test can detect both
large and small delay defects. Hence, the classification of delay defects based on their
size is essential to extract the essence of the test. In [70], the CA-based small delay fault is
identified by considering the amount of voltage deviation from the supply voltage due to
the fault effect in the cell output at a particular strobe time. The fault is considered to be a
small delay fault when the voltage level at the cell’s output is less than 50% of the supply
voltage. But the measurement of voltage deviation is not an accurate way to categorize
the delay fault size. Also, the fault consideration is based on the per cell of the standard
cell library and does not consider all the cell instances. Different cell instances in a design
have different output capacitive loads, which in turn have different timing impacts on the
slack of the instance. Based on this observation in [70], the classification of small and large
delay faults can be more accurate when the timing impact is considered on a cell instance
basis. The problem is dealt with in [71] to improve the accuracy of classifying the small and
large delay faults. Instead of considering the output voltage deviation at the cell’s output,
the excess delay due to the fault for each cell instance slack is considered for delay fault
classification. This method [71] reduces the number of small delay faults to be detected
as compared to the method in [70]. The decrease in the number of faults is due to the
accuracy of the method used. Due to the unavailability of the timing-aware CA ATPG tool
in Tessent at that time, the CA small delay fault patterns are generated without considering
the timing information in [71]. Still, the number of patterns and run time are reduced by a
significant amount. To explore the effect of timing slack and instance-based fault model for
SDD testing, the TetraMAX slack-based ATPG is used in [72]. It is shown that the pattern
count, run time, and defect coverage are better than in [71]. Figure 10 shows the SDD based
CA test generation flow. The defects are modelled by the user-defined fault model (UDFM),
and the timing information in the form of SDF is used for pattern generation. The output
patterns are stored in a file in Standard Test Interface Language (STIL) format.

Figure 10. ATPG generation flow through CA test for small delay faults.

9. Diagnosis of SDD and HDD

Diagnosis is the process of narrowing down the probable sites of defects in a logic
circuit that fails a test [73]. The failure information obtained from the delay test can be used
to find the defect location that causes the delay. The principal aim of a diagnostic algorithm
is to improve its diagnostic resolution, i.e., to identify the possible defect location that causes
the failure, with high accuracy. If the defect locations identified by the diagnostic algorithm
contain more candidates, it takes a long time to locate the exact delay defect location under
the microscope in the industry. This affects the time to market demand. Hence, a diagnostic
algorithm with better resolution is required to detect the delay defect location and the
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bounds of the delay defect size. Initially, the diagnosis is performed without any timing
information. The need for SDD and HDD diagnosis increases as the technology node
shrinks, hence the timing information of the circuits is necessary to improve diagnosis
accuracy and reduce the number of fault candidates.

The use of timing information in the diagnosis yields a better resolution than those
with non-timing aware diagnosis [74–76]. The SDD diagnosis [75] is performed by using
timed seven valued simulations and injecting delay size of minimum detectable delay value
found from the statistical delay quality model (SDQM) [16]. But the delay distribution for
the particular technology node is not always available. Moreover, since the STA is used for
diagnosis guidance, the results obtained will not correlate accurately with the real chips
because of the process variations.

Generating patterns for improving the diagnostic resolution is another method for
enhancing the SDD diagnosis [77]. This method will generate additional patterns to target
each candidate separately and observe the output response. But at the production site, it is
difficult to implement such pattern generation, especially for large industrial circuits.

The next major problem is the test response compaction, which is done to reduce the
storage in the tester’s memory [78]. The diagnosis of compacted response is a challenging
task, especially for SDD and HDD. A six-valued fault-free simulation is compared with
the faulty compressed signature to backtrace through the circuit to find the SDD candidate
list [79]. From the generated SDD candidate list, a fault of a particular size is injected and
timing simulated to obtain the response. The response is then compared with the failed
response from the failure log information. The fault that provides the most comparable
result is finalized as the defect location. A Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) accelerated
timing simulator is used for timing simulation to cope with the long run time [80]. But the
major problem is that the inject and validate timing simulation is done for the nominal
delay values. This may not match the real defects that occur in chips because of the process
variation. The variation aware method addresses this issue to predict the SDD candidate
that fails the test accurately [80]. But if the pattern used has a low diagnostic resolution, it
affects the diagnosis performance. In [81], the first diagnosis of HDDs is reported. It is done
similarly to that of [79]. But the uncompressed response is used for diagnosis rather than
the compressed response, as in [79]. Since FAST is used for HDD detection, the diagnosis is
performed at different capture times. The diagnosis of SDDs and HDDs has only become a
field of research in the past decade. It can be eye-opening to researchers looking to improve
the diagnostic resolution further.

10. Test Quality Metrics for SDDs and HDDs

The TDF coverage does not determine the SDD detection quality, as it does not give
any information about the size of the fault. Many new ATPG enhancement algorithms
(pattern grading, evaluations) and FAST are used to increase the coverage of the SDDs and
HDDs. Hence, it is necessary to find a proper quality metric for evaluating the quality of
SDD and HDD testing. This section will discuss the important quality metrics from the
existing literature and their advantages and disadvantages. There are two SDD quality
metrics: (i) the non-statistical SDD metric and (ii) the statistical SDD metric. The latter
considers the probability distribution of delay defects for the particular fabrication process
to evaluate the SDD coverage, while the former does not. The probability distribution gives
information about the distribution of different defect sizes in the specific technology node.

10.1. Delay Test Coverage Metric (DTC)

DTC [28] measures the pattern set efficiency in detecting the SDDs. It depends on
the ability of the test pattern to propagate the transition fault through the longest path.
It is a non-statistical quality metric. It assumes that all defect sizes are equiprobably
distributed [82]. This is not the actual scenario, as different defect sizes can occur at
different probabilities, which is validated in previous research studies [83]. Also, it does not
include the test clock, system clock, and slack information. So this metric can validate the
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SDD testing quality only when the system clock and the test clock are the same. Hence, this
is not an accurate metric for SDD testing. Also, it does not validate the SDD or HDD testing
quality for the FAST method because of the lack of test and system clock information. DTC
is given by Equation (3).

DTC =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

PDLA
PDLT

× 100% (3)

where PDLT is the path delay of the longest functional path through the fault site, and
PDLA is the path delay of the longest activated path through the fault site by the pattern.
N is the total number of faults.

Figure 11 clearly illustrates that the DTC percentage is the same for different test clock
periods for each benchmark circuit and hence cannot validate the SDD or HDD testing.

Figure 11. DTC percentage for different bechmark circuits tested at Slow, Fast and At-speed test
clock period [84].

10.2. Quadratic Small Delay Defect Coverage (SDDCq)

This non-statistical quality metric estimates the SDD coverage by taking into account
the test clock period (Ttest) and the system clock period (Tsys) information. The SDDCq
value differs for different delay defect sizes. Hence, it is more suitable to find SDD coverage
when the delay defect distribution is not available [82]. The major disadvantage of this
method is that it may produce some irrelevant results (greater than 100 percent) when the
test clock is not the same as the at-speed clock [84]. This is clearly visible in Figure 12,
which makes it difficult to predict the coverage of SDDs. Also, there are no discussions
about validating FAST for detecting SDDs and HDDs through this quality metric. The
SDDCq formula is mentioned in Equation (4).

SDDCq =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(PDLA + Tsys − Ttest)
2

(PDLT)
2 × 100 (4)
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10.3. Statistical Delay Quality Level (SDQL)

The SDQL is calculated using the delay defect distribution of the particular technology
node. This value gives information about the probability of the test escapes of SDDs [16].
Two slacks are selected, say Tmgn and Tdet, for the metric calculation. Tmgn is the tested
path slack with respect to the test clock. Tdet is the longest functional path slack with
respect to the system clock. These slacks divide the delay defect distribution into three
regions, as shown in Figure 13. The area under the curve between the two slack values
gives the metric value. This means that the detectable defects of sizes within the range of
two slack values escape the SDD test. The value must be as small as possible, i.e., it denotes
the fewer test escapes. The Equation (5) calculates the SDQL value. The first disadvantage
of the metric is that, the delay defect distribution of the required process is not always
available for the particular technology and process. The second is the lack of normalization.
This is because the metric value increases when the number of fault sites increases, even
though the test escapes are less. Hence, this metric cannot be used to compare two designs
that have a different number of fault sites [82]. The third disadvantage arises while testing
different designs with different test clock frequencies. When the test clock frequency is
low, the timing margin increases, and the ability to tolerate the SDDs also increases. Hence,
the SDQL value will be low. But in actual cases, the SDD test escapes are masked by a
high timing margin. Hence, this metric is not accurate for validating the SDD coverage. In
FAST, sometimes the Tdet is less than the Tmgn. The metric calculation in such a case is
not evident.

SDQL =
N

∑
i=1

∫ Tdet

Tmgn
F(s) ds (5)

Figure 12. Comparison of different test quality metric at Slow (S), At-speed (A), Fast (F) test clock [84].
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Figure 13. Delay defect distribution [82].

10.4. Small Delay Defect Coverage (SDDC)

SDDC is another quality metric for evaluating SDD coverage. The metric is calculated
as a ratio of the likelihood of a defect detected to the likelihood of a defect being timing
irredundant (defects of sizes that fail the circuit during at-speed operation) [82] as given
by the Equation (6). This metric helps to compare the test quality of different designs
and the same design operating at different frequencies. During FAST, the metric value of
a fault site will be greater than 1 in some instances. It means over testing is happening.
In this situation, the value is split into three parts: SDDCt, SDDCdpm, and SDDCe f r.
The first component is the metric value for individual fault and when it is larger than
1, the second component is given a value of 1, and the third component is computed
by (SDDCt − SDDCdpm), which produces the over testing percentage. As a result, this
measure outperforms existing metrics for calculating SDD and HDD coverage. The main
drawback is that the SDDCdpm value is utilized for the over tested fault during FAST
when adding all the individual values of the fault locations, as illustrated in Equation (6).
Here, the over tested fault receives a perfect score of one. So, the test pattern generated
can over test the circuit, i.e., good chips will fail the test. The next disadvantage is that the
metric needs delay defect distribution for computation (which may not be available for
all the technology and processes). Like all other metrics discussed previously, this metric
is not affected by any delay variation caused by PVT fluctuations. We can infer from the
observation made in [85] that the metric is sensitive to the PVT variations only at slow
clock speeds. In that case, the test pattern generated cannot differentiate whether the small
delays are due to PVT variations or defects in the chip. Hence, this metric cannot exactly
validate the SDD coverage at different PVT points.

SDDC =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

∫ ∞
Tdet F(s) ds∫ ∞

Tmgn F(s) ds
× 100% (6)

10.5. Weighted Slack Percentage (WeSPer)

To overcome the disadvantages of the previously mentioned metrics, the WeSPer metric
is introduced [84]. It is calculated by the ratio of slacks as given in Equation (8). The total
WeSPer factor is calculated using Equation (7). The test pattern that maximizes this factor
effectively detects SDD or HDD. The best test path is the longest path through the fault site in
all other metrics. But here, the best-activated path is the one that maximizes the factor. The
factor uses a new term called the confidence level (CL) multiplier. The CL multiplier equation
acts as a weighting factor to denote whether the factor chosen is good or bad for the test. The
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equation must penalize the undesirable aspects of the test and reward the desirable aspects
of the test. The factors that affect the SDD testing include patterns that create hazards in the
endpoints, over testing the design during FAST, etc. In [43], the use of this factor for FAST
is discussed. This metric is the aptest metric for FAST. Over testing must be penalized when
the test detects defects of a size less than the smallest possible defect size that fails the circuit
during at-speed operation. The below mentioned equation gives the CL factor to penalize
over testing. Also, this metric is sensitive to the delay variations due to the PVT, as mentioned
in [85]. When the exact delay defect distribution is available for the particular process and
technology, the CL multiplier can penalize the pattern that detects the defect sizes that are not
important. But the major demerit of the metric is that the CL equations for other factors that
affect SDD testing are not mentioned. It has to be found by the test engineers, and experiments
must be performed based on the requirements.

WeSPer =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

fi × 100% (7)

fi =
Tsys − PDLTi

Ttest − PDBAi

CL f or Ttest > PDBAi (8)

CL=


1 if

Tsys − PDLTi

Ttest − PDBAi

< 1

Tsys − PDLTi

Ttest − PDBAi

if
Tsys − PDLTi

Ttest − PDBAi

> 1

In Figure 14, it is clearly illustrated that the SDDCdpm values are higher than the
WeSPer factor, which shows that during FAST, the SDDCdpm metric assigns a perfect
grade for over testing patterns and test clock, which is a pessimism. But WeSPer addresses
this issue and can be used as a quality metric when reliability defects are of no interest for
detection. Figure 15 shows that the WeSPer value increases when the test detects the SDD
similar to the ideal test model, i.e., when the test detects the exact SDD size. The graph
plot shows that the value is higher during the at-speed test. The flow diagram for WeSPer
based pattern generation is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 14. Comparison of SDDCdpm and WeSPer for FAST [84].
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Figure 15. Comparison of WeSPer percentage for Slow, At-speed and Fast test clocks for three
different benchmark circuits [84].

Figure 16. Flow diagram for WeSPer based pattern generation for SDDs and HDDs [43].
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11. Commercially Available EDA Tools

Various EDA tools that support delay testing are available. These industrial tools are
discussed in this section.

11.1. Mentor Graphics

Tessent product suite provides the test solutions for testing complex ICs [86]. It offers
support for at-speed testing and performs delay testing through TDF ATPG, PDF ATPG,
TA ATPG, multiple-detect ATPG, and CA ATPG. The transition delay fault ATPG supports
LOC and LOS-based pattern generation. The PDF ATPG detects the faults by either robust,
non-robust, or hazard-free tests. TA ATPG uses SDF [87] information to generate the
patterns for detecting SDDs by propagating the fault effect through long paths. However,
the run time is eight times more than the traditional TDF ATPG. Also, the test coverage of
TA ATPG may sometimes be less than the conventional TDF ATPG as it tries to propagate
the fault through the longest possible path. Besides, the TA ATPG does not support skewed
load-based pattern generation.

The CA-based and TA-based CA test pattern generation detect internal cell defects
requiring a bridge and open defect location extraction. For this purpose, the Tessent
diagnostic tool uses LEF and DEF files to generate the Tessent Layout database (LDB). The
Tessent fault extraction tool extracts the bridge defect’s location from the LDB. Later, these
defects are defined as fault models and written in UDFM format. The UDFM is used to
describe the custom fault models [86]. The custom fault models represent the defects that
standard fault models cannot model. The ATPG tool uses SDF and UDFM file information
to propagate the fault effect through long paths.

The tool also supports the on-chip clock control (OCC) circuitry insertion. The OCC
supplies appropriate clock signals to the design under test based on the control signal. The
test clocks (shift, launch, capture) generated from the OCC can be used by the Tessent
ATPG tool for at-speed testing and FAST.

11.2. Synopsys

Synopsys offered a test solution through the TestMAX product [88]. It supports delay
fault testing through TDF ATPG, PDF ATPG, slack-based transition fault ATPG, N-detect
ATPG, and CA ATPG. The IC Compiler II [89] is a place and route tool through which
we can extract the timing information in the SDF format. The StarRC [90] extracts the
parasitic information after the placement and routing. The PrimeTime [91] is an STA tool
that uses the timing and parasitics information to generate the pin slack and critical paths.
The slack-based TDF ATPG [88] uses pin slack information to propagate the effect of the
fault through the longest possible path. But the disadvantage here is that the tool will
first try to propagate the fault through the longest path possible. If the longest path is
untestable, it does not guarantee to propagate the fault through the second-longest path.
It will propagate through any available testable path. Hence, this does not guarantee the
detection of all the SDDs through TA mode.

The TestMAX CTMGen [88] utility creates the cell test model (CTM) for CA testing
by using the simulation results of fault-free and faulty transistor netlist obtained from
HSPICE [92]. The CA ATPG uses the CTM to generate the test patterns. Moreover, the
Design for Testability (DFT) compiler supports the insertion of OCC circuitry. The OCC
is compatible with the TestMAX and can be used for selecting appropriate capture and
launch clocks for at-speed testing or FAST.

11.3. Cadence

Modus DFT software solutions offer a wide range of benefits in delay testing. It
also uses the SDF-based timing information to detect the SDDs. Cadence also supports
the CA based testing [93]. The layout is generated by using Virtuoso [94]. The Quantus
can perform the parasitic extraction. Modus is used for defect location identification and
characterization. The analog simulation for the defect inserted netlist is generated from
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analog simulator Spectre. Using the netlist and delay defect matrix generated, the modus
tools translate cell-based ATPG to chip-level ATPG. Along with delay information, the SDD
detections can be performed [95].

12. Conclusions and Future Directions

The brief survey of a set of research papers has pronounced the importance of testing
SDDs and HDDs. The primary motivation for most of the research papers is the growing
need for the industry to produce high-quality chips. Small and hidden delay testing, CA
delay testing, and diagnosis of defects are growing research fields to reduce the DPPM.
To avoid the functional failures and returns from the infield usage of chips, focusing
on structural testing and enhancing it, by all means, is very much necessary. Moreover,
developing test quality evaluation metrics and diagnosis algorithms for SDDs and HDDs is
still an ongoing research field. Hence, the focus on this research direction can contribute to
the VLSI testing industry for further progress. However, many effective techniques have
evolved to detect most of the defects in the chip. But still, there are a lot of test escapes that
happen. This survey will be a great insight for the researchers in the field of VLSI testing by
giving a brief overview of the existing works and the progress to be explored in the future.

By analyzing various methodologies that exist in the literature and techniques already
employed in commercial EDA tools, the researchers can focus on addressing the following
key issues:

1. Addressing the challenges of FAST-based method like X handling, On-chip clock
generation, and IR drop to develop a more cost-effective solution, especially for BIST,
to catch reliability defects.

2. Developing a more accurate test quality metric for SDD and HDD testing by consider-
ing several other parameters like clock skew, latency, uncertainty, etc., can be a future
research direction.

3. The effect of process variations and IR drop can be included as a parameter in the
calculation of test quality metric to precisely evaluate the test quality.

4. The CA based testing for targeting the SDD and HDD in order to furthur reduce the
DPPM can be explored by the researchers.

5. Developing more efficient diagnostic algorithms to improve diagnostic resolution can
be a prospective research direction.

6. The complex manufacturing process, the multi-fin structure, and the small feature
size make the FinFETs more prone to defects. If a single fin has a defect, then the
high leakage current causes small delays in the circuit without actually failing the
circuit [96]. Moreover, the reliability risk during in-field operations is due to the
temperature increase. This finding could give researchers a new way to look at how
to address these challenges in FinFETs and develop better CA-based fault modelling
to reduce the DPPM.
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